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PetGoneDead

FINGER PLAY
Everyone wants to get their hands on our Pets—
including the girls themselves.
The newest toys in the Penthouse Pet Collection are the
Veronica Ricci and Heidi Baron Hands On Pet Pussies. The
toys were molded from the private parts of Veronica, our
2010 Pet of the Year Runner-Up, and Heidi, our February 2010
Pet of the Month; they’re made of ultrarealistic CyberSkin
and feature the Pets masturbating their girlie parts.
The Hands On toys are the first of their kind from Pent
house. “It’s different,” says Veronica. “I think it’s more
realistic, like maybe I’m touching myself while he’s entering
me.” Veronica was so excited about the release of her first
CyberSkin replica that she offered up some tips to any
fans who bring her home. “Tease it with your dick first,”
she suggested. “Rub yourself on the clit and lips, then add
lube—maybe warm lube—and just do what feels good.”
Fans of the seductive siren aren’t the only ones who will
be getting down with Veronica’s toy. “As soon as I get a
hold of it, I’m going to play with it,” Veronica says, laughing.
“I’ll finger it, maybe eat it out. I don’t know exactly what I’ll
do, but it will be kinky!”

Pet of the Year Runner-Up Ryan Keely and Penthouse model Janessa Brazil
have encounters of the campy kind in the horror movie Girls Gone Dead.

ROCK BABES
When Pet of the Year Nikki Benz breezed through New York City on a whirlwind
media tour, she shoot a music video for local indie rockers the Dirty Pearls.

“MOVIES ARE A LOT
OF WORK, BUT BEING
SURROUNDED ALL
DAY BY A LOT OF HOT
LADIES IN THONG
BIKINIS DIDN’T HURT.”
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irls Gone Dead promises
to deliver blood, gore, and
hot babes. We’re already
in, but for those of you
who need more entice
ment, the movie also
features Sal “the Stock
broker” Governale and
“Whack Packer” Beetle
juice, from The Howard
Stern Show; Iron Maiden drummer
Nicko McBrain; Al Sapienza, best
known for his roles in The Sopranos,
Prison Break, and Brotherhood; and
World Wrestling Entertainment’s
Jerry “the King” Lawler.
The low-budget film, which was
directed by Michael Hoffman Jr. and
Aaron T. Wells, and shot in Jupiter,
Florida, includes the first major main
stream role for both ladies, although
you may have seen Ryan in M. Night
Shyamalan’s short film Escalation. As
she tells us, “I learned a lot from this
experience. The days and nights are
so long! Movies are a lot of work, but
I think I did a good job—and being

Nikki Benz and 2008 Pet of
the Year Runner-Up Justine
Joli appear in the video for
“Who’s Coming Back to
Who,” along with such New
York City celebrities as chef
Chris Santos, promoter Dave
Delzio, erotic photographer
Ellen Stagg, and Fuse TV
host Juliya Chernetsky. The
video, which was shot at
legendary rock club Don
Hill’s, showcases the New
York City rock scene—and
the stunning beauty of two
of our most popular Pets.
“As soon as Nikki and
Justine came onto the set,
the champagne bottles
popped and the band

started to rock,” says Tommy
London, lead singer of the
Dirty Pearls. “The energy
went from zero to 60 in just
three chords!”
The music video was a
first for Nikki, who enjoyed
the entire experience. “The
most memorable moment
for me was being with my
friends, popping bottles
of champagne, and having
Dave [Delzio] pour cham
pagne directly into my
mouth,” she says. “It dripped
from my mouth down to
my breasts, and the camera
guy was quick to film that
sticky mess while I was
licking the champagne off

my fingers.” Nikki also raved
about her costar: “Justine is
so beautiful, I couldn’t keep
my eyes off her . What eye
candy she is!”
Justine was equally
enthusiastic about our
current Queen. “Hanging
out with Nikki was great,”
Justine said. “She’s so sexy, a
real wildcat.”
Nikki also swung by
Tammany Hall to celebrate
Chef Santos’s birthday. She
was front-row center for the
Dirty Pearls full set, dancing
and singing along. “I’m glad
I was introduced to their
music,” Nikki said. “They’re
so good!”

surrounded all day by a lot of hot
ladies in thong bikinis didn’t hurt.”
Janessa, who was featured in
our November 2010 issue, enjoyed
watching Sal’s antics during breaks
between scenes. “He was always
doing things like cannonballing
into a pool full of girls when you
least expected it,” she says. “Or he’d
play pranks on Beetlejuice. Once
Beetlejuice reached into what he
thought was a bucket of fried chicken
sitting on Sal’s lap, but his hand
grabbed a different kind of meat.”
Girls Gone Dead is scheduled
to premiere in New York City this
October, in time for Halloween.
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